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Abstract—Sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) is a challenging
task due to the large cross-domain gap between sketches and
natural images. How to align abstract sketches and natural
images into a common high-level semantic space remains a
key problem in SBIR. In this paper, we propose a novel semi-
heterogeneous three-way joint embedding network (Semi3-Net),
which integrates three branches (a sketch branch, a natural
image branch, and an edgemap branch) to learn more dis-
criminative cross-domain feature representations for the SBIR
task. The key insight lies with how we cultivate the mutual and
subtle relationships amongst the sketches, natural images, and
edgemaps. A semi-heterogeneous feature mapping is designed to
extract bottom features from each domain, where the sketch and
edgemap branches are shared while the natural image branch is
heterogeneous to the other branches. In addition, a joint semantic
embedding is introduced to embed the features from different
domains into a common high-level semantic space, where all of
the three branches are shared. To further capture informative
features common to both natural images and the corresponding
edgemaps, a co-attention model is introduced to conduct common
channel-wise feature recalibration between different domains. A
hybrid-loss mechanism is designed to align the three branches,
where an alignment loss and a sketch-edgemap contrastive loss
are presented to encourage the network to learn invariant cross-
domain representations. Experimental results on two widely
used category-level datasets (Sketchy and TU-Berlin Extension)
demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-
art methods.
Index Terms—SBIR, cross-domain learning, co-attention
model, hybrid-loss mechanism
I. INTRODUCTION
S INCE the number of digital images on the Internet has in-creased dramatically in recent years, content-based image
retrieval technology has become a hot topic in computer vision
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Digital Object Identifier
community [1]-[4]. With the popularization of touch screen
devices, sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) has attracted
extensive attention and achieved remarkable performance [5]-
[8]. Given a hand-drawn sketch, the SBIR task aims to
retrieve the natural target images from the image database.
However, compared with the natural target images, which are
full of color and texture information, sketches only contain
simple black and white pixels [9], [10]. Therefore, hand-drawn
sketches and natural images belong to two heterogeneous data
domains, and aligning these two domains into a common
feature space remains the most challenging problem in SBIR.
Traditional SBIR methods describe sketches and natural
images using hand-crafted features [11]-[19]. Edgemaps of
natural images are usually first extracted as sketch approxima-
tions. Then, hand-designed features, such as HOG [20], SIFT
[21], and Shape Context [22], are exploited to describe both
the sketches and edgemaps. Finally, the K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) ranking process is utilized to evaluate the similarity
between the sketches and natural images to obtain the final
retrieval results. However, as mentioned above, hand-drawn
sketches and natural images belong to two heterogeneous data
domains. It is difficult to design a common type of feature
applicable to two different data domains. Besides, sketches
are usually drawn by non-professionals, making them full
of intra-class variations [23]-[25]. Most hand-crafted features
have difficulties in dealing with these intra-class variations
and ambiguities of hand-drawn sketches, which also negatively
impacts the performance of SBIR.
In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
been widely used across fields [26]-[29], such as person re-
identification, object detection, and video recommendation.
In contrast to traditional hand-crafted methods, CNNs can
automatically aggregate shallow features learned from the
bottom convolutional layers. Inspired by the learning ability
of CNNs, several Siamese networks and Triplet networks
have been proposed for the SBIR task [30]-[33]. Most of
these methods encode a sketch-image or a sketch-edgemap
pair, and learn the similarity between the input pair using a
contrastive loss or triplet loss. However, there are still several
difficulties and challenges to be solved in these methods. 1)
The different characteristics of sketches and natural images
make the SBIR task challenging. Generally, a sketch only
contains the object to be retrieved, meaning the sketches
tend to have relatively clean backgrounds. In addition, since
sketches are usually drawn by non-professionals, the shapes
of objects in sketches are usually deformed and relatively
abstract. For natural images, although the objects are not
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2usually significantly deformed, natural images taken by cam-
eras usually have complex backgrounds. Therefore, creating
a network that can learn more discriminative features for
both sketches and natural images remains a challenge. 2)
Since sketches and natural images are from two different data
domains, there exists a significant domain gap between the
features of these two. Most deep SBIR methods that adopt
a contrastive loss or a triplet loss to learn the cross-domain
similarity are not effetive enough to cope with the intrinsic
domain gap. Therefore, finding a way to eliminate or reduce
the cross-domain gap and embedding features from different
domains into a common high-level semantic space is critical
for SBIR. 3) More importantly, most existing methods achieve
SBIR by exploring the matching relationship between either
sketch-edgemap pairs or sketch-image pairs. However, the
methods using sketch-edgemap pairs ignore the discriminative
features contained in natural images, while the methods using
sketch-image pairs ignore the auxiliary role of edgemaps.
Enabling full use of the joint relationships among sketches,
natural images, and edgemaps provides a novel way to solve
the cross-domain learning problem.
To address the above issues, a novel semi-heterogeneous
three-way joint embedding network (Semi3-Net) is proposed
in this paper to mitigate the domain gap and align sketches,
natural images, and edgemaps into a high-level semantic space.
The key insight behind our design is how we enforce mu-
tual cooperation amongst the three branches. We importantly
recognize that when measured in terms of visual abstraction,
sketches and edgemaps are more closely linked compared with
sketches and natural images. The sketches are highly abstract
and iconic representations of natural images, and edgemaps are
reduced versions of natural images, where detailed appearance
information such as texture and color are removed. How-
ever, compared with edgemaps, natural images contain more
discriminative features for SBIR. Motivated by this insight,
we purposefully design a semi-heterogeneous joint embedding
network, where a semi-heterogeneous weight-sharing setting
among the three branches is adopted in the feature mapping
part, while a three-branch all-sharing setting is conducted in
the joint semantic embedding part. This design essentially
promotes edgemaps to act as a “bridge” to help narrow the
domain gap between the natural images and sketches. Fig. 1
offers a visualization of the proposed Semi3-Net architecture.
More specifically, the semi-heterogeneous feature mapping
part is designed to extract the bottom features for each domain,
where a co-attention model is introduced to learn informa-
tive features common between different domains. Meanwhile,
the joint semantic embedding part is proposed to embed
the features from different domains into a common high-
level semantic space. In addition, a hybrid-loss mechanism is
proposed to achieve a more discriminative embedding, where
an alignment loss and a sketch-edgemap contrastive loss are
introduced to encourage the network to learn invariant cross-
domain representations. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.
1) A novel semi-heterogeneous three-way joint embedding
network is proposed, in which the semi-heterogeneous feature
mapping and the joint semantic embedding are designed to
learn joint feature representations for sketches, natural images,
and edgemaps.
2) To capture informative features common between nat-
ural images and the corresponding edgemaps, a co-attention
model is developed between the natural image and edgemap
branches.
3) A hybrid-loss mechanism is designed to mitigate the
domain gap, where an alignment loss and a sketch-edgemap
contrastive loss are presented to encourage the network to learn
invariant cross-domain representations.
4) Experiments on two widely-used datasets, Sketchy and
TU-Berlin Extension, demonstrate that the proposed method
outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related works. Section III introduces the proposed
method in detail. The experimental results and analysis are
presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Traditional SBIR Methods
Traditional SBIR methods usually utilize edge extraction
methods to extract edgemaps from natural images first. Then,
hand-crafted features are used as descriptors for both sketches
and edgemaps. Finally, a KNN ranking process within a
Bag-of-Words (BoW) framework is usually utilized to rank
the candidate natural images for each sketch. For instance,
Hu et al. [11] incorporated the Gradient Field HOG (GF-
HOG) into a BoW scheme for SBIR, and obtained promising
performance. Saavedra et al. [12] introduced Soft-Histogram
of Edge Local Orientations (SHELO) as the descriptors for
sketches and edgemaps extracted from natural images, which
effectively improves the retrieval accuracy. In [13], a novel
method for describing hand-drawn sketches was proposed by
detecting learned keyshapes (LKS). Xu et al. [14] proposed
an academic coupled dictionary learning method to address
the cross-domain learning problem in SBIR. Qian et al. [15]
introduced re-ranking and relevance feedback schemes to find
more similar natural images based on initial retrieval results,
thus improving the retrieval performance.
B. Deep SBIR Methods
Recently, many frameworks based on CNNs have been
proposed to address the challenges in SBIR [33]-[39]. Aiming
to learn the cross-domain similarity between the sketch and
natural image domains, several Siamese networks have been
proposed to improve the retrieval performance. Qi et al. [33]
introduced a novel Siamese CNN architecture for SBIR, which
learns the features of sketches and edgemaps by jointly tuning
two CNNs. Liu et al. [34] proposed a Siamese-AlexNet based
on two AlexNet [40] branches to learn the cross-domain
similarity and mitigate the domain gap. Wang et al. [36]
proposed a Siamese network to learn the similarity between the
input sketches and edgemaps of 3D models, which is originally
designed for sketch-based 3D shape retrieval. Meanwhile,
several Triplet architectures have also been proposed, which
include the sketch branch, the positive natural image branch,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed Semi3-Net. (a) Three-way inputs. (b) Semi-heterogeneous feature mapping. (c) Joint semantic embedding. (d) Hybrid-loss
mechanism. Blocks with the same color represent their weights are shared.
and the negative natural image branch. In these methods,
a ranking loss function is utilized to constrain the feature
distance between a sketch and a positive natural image to be
smaller than the one between the sketch and a negative natural
image. Sangkloy et al. [38] learned a cross-domain mapping
through a pre-training strategy to embed natural images and
sketches in the same semantic space, and achieved superior
retrieval performance. Recently, deep hashing methods [41],
[42] have been exploited for retrieval task and have achieved
significant improvement on retrieval performance. Liu et. al.
[34] integrated a deep architecture into the hashing framework
to capture the cross-domain similarities and speed up the SBIR
process. Zhang et al. [39] proposed a Generative Domain-
migration Hashing (GDH) approach, which uses a generative
model to migrate sketches to their indistinguishable natural
image counterparts and achieves the best-performing results
on two SBIR datasets.
C. Attention Models
Attention models have recently been successfully applied
to various deep learning tasks, such as natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) [43], fine-grained image recognition [44], [45],
video moment retrieval [46], and visual question answering
(VQA) [47]. In the field of image and video processing,
the two most commonly used attention models are soft-
attention models [48] and hard-attention models [49]. Soft-
attention models assign different weights to different regions
or channels in an image or a video, by learning an attention
mask. In contrast, hard attention models only indicate one
region at a time, using reinforcement learning. For instance,
Hu et al. [50] proposed a channel attention model to recalibrate
the weights of different channels, which effectively enhances
the discriminative power of features and achieves promising
classification performance. Gao et al. [51] proposed a novel
aLSTMs framework for video captioning, which integrates the
attention mechanism and LSTM to capture salient structures
for video. In [52], a hierarchical LSTM with adaptive attention
approach was proposed for image and video captioning, and
achieved the state-of-the-art performances on both tasks. Be-
sides, Li et al. [49] proposed a harmonious attention network
for person re-identification, where soft attention is used to
learn important pixels for fine-gained information matching,
and hard attention is applied to search latent discriminative re-
gions. Song et al. [35] proposed a soft attention spatial method
for fine-grained SBIR to capture more discriminative fine-
grained features. This model reweights the different spatial
regions of the feature map by learning a weight mask for each
branch of the triplet network. However, although the attention
mechanisms above have strong abilities for feature learning,
they generally learn discriminative features using only the
input itself. For the SBIR task, we are more concerned about
learning discriminative cross-domain features for retrieval. In
other words, the common features of different domains should
be considered simultaneously. To address this, a co-attention
model is exploited in this paper for the SBIR task, to focus
on capturing informative features common between natural
images and the corresponding edgemaps, and further mitigate
the cross-domain gap.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the co-attention model. Yellow blocks represent the
layers that belong to the natural image branch, while green blocks represent
the layers that belong to the edgemap branch.
III. SEMI-HETEROGENEOUS THREE-WAY JOINT
EMBEDDING NETWORK
A. Semi-Heterogeneous Feature Mapping
As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the semi-heterogeneous feature
mapping part consists of the natural image branch FMBI,
the edgemap branch FMBE, and the sketch branch FMBS.
Each branch includes a series of convolutional and pooling
layers, which aim to learn the bottom features for each domain.
As mentioned above, sketches and edgemaps have similar
characteristics, and both lack detailed appearance information
such as texture and color, thus the weights of FMBS and
FMBE are shared. Besides, since the amount of the sketch
training data is much smaller than natural image training data,
sharing weights between the sketch and edgemap branches can
partly alleviate problems that arise from the lack of sketch
training data.
Meanwhile, since there exist obvious features representation
differences between natural images and sketches (edgemaps),
the bottom convolutional layers of the natural image branch
should be learned separately. Accordingly, the natural image
branch FMBI does not share weights with the other two
branches in the feature mapping part. Additionally, with the
aim of learning the informative features common between
different domains, a co-attention model is introduced to as-
sociate the FMBI and FMBE branches. By applying the
proposed co-attention model, the network is able to focus on
the discriminative features common to both natural images
and the corresponding edgemaps, and discard information that
is not important for the retrieval task. For the sketch branch
FMBS, a channel-wise attention module is also introduced
to learn more discriminative features. The co-attention model
will be discussed in Section III-B in detail.
Particularly, the semi-heterogeneous in the proposed archi-
tecture refers to the three-branch semi-heterogeneous weight
sharing strategy. The weights of the sketch and edgemap
branches are shared while the natural image branch is in-
dependent of the others in the semi-heterogeneous feature
mapping part. The three branches are integrated into the semi-
heterogeneous feature mapping architecture and interact with
each other, which ensures that not only are the bottom features
of each domain preserved, but that the features from different
domains are also prealigned through the co-attention model.
B. Joint Semantic Embedding
In the joint semantic embedding part, as shown in Fig.
1 (c), the natural image branch SEBI, the edgemap branch
SEBE, and the sketch branch SEBS are developed to embed
the features from different domains into a common high-level
semantic space. Each branch of the joint semantic embedding
part includes several fully-connected (FC) layers. An extra
embedding layer, followed by an L2 normalization layer, is
also introduced in each branch. As previously stated, the bot-
tom features of different branches are learned respectively, by
the semi-heterogeneous feature mapping. In order to achieve
feature alignment between the natural images, edgemaps, and
sketches in a common high-level semantic space, the weights
of SEBI, SEBE, and SEBS are completely shared in the joint
semantic embedding part. Based on the features learned in the
common high-level semantic space, a hybrid-loss mechanism
is proposed to learn the invariant cross-domain representations,
and achieve a more discriminative embedding.
C. Co-attention Model
To capture the informative features common between nat-
ural images and the corresponding edgemaps, a co-attention
model is proposed between the natural image and edgemap
branches. As previously stated, edgemaps are reduced versions
of natural images, where detailed appearance information are
removed. Therefore, a natural image and its corresponding
edgemap are spatially aligned, which can be made full use of
to narrow the gap between the natural images and edgemaps.
Additionally, since the weights of the sketch and edgemap
branches are shared, the introduction of the co-attention model
actually enforces mutual and subtle cooperation amongst three
branches. Specifically, before the bottom features of the three
branches are fed into the joint semantic embedding part, the
co-attention model prealigns different domains by conducting
common feature recalibration. As shown in Fig. 2, the pro-
posed co-attention model includes two attention modules and
a co-mask learning module. The co-attention model takes the
output feature maps of the last pooling layers in the natural
image and edgemap branches as the inputs, and learns a
common mask which is used to re-weight each channel of
the feature maps in both two branches.
5In the attention module, a channel-wise soft attention mech-
anism is adopted to capture discriminative features of each
input. Specifically, the attention module on the right of Fig. 2
consists of a global average pooling (GAP) layer, two FC lay-
ers, a ReLU layer, and a sigmoid layer. Let Xa iI ∈ Rh×w×c
and Xa iE ∈ Rh×w×c denote the inputs of the attention module
for the natural image branch and edgemap branch, respectively,
where h, w, and c represent the height, width, and channel
dimensions of the feature maps. Through the GAP layer, the
feature descriptors for natural image and edgemap branches
are obtained by aggregating the global spatial information of
Xa iI and X
a i
E , which can be formulated as:
XgapI =
1
h×w
h∑
u=1
w∑
v=1
Xa iI (u, v) (1)
XgapE =
1
h×w
h∑
u=1
w∑
v=1
Xa iE (u, v) (2)
Based on XgapI and X
gap
E , two FC layers and a ReLU
layer are applied to model the channel-wise dependencies,
and the attention maps in both two domains are obtained. By
deploying a sigmoid layer, each channel of the attention map
is normalized to [0, 1]. For different domains, the final learned
image attention mask MI ∈ R1×1×c and edgemap attention
mask ME ∈ R1×1×c are respectively formulated as:
MI = sigmoid(W
2
I
×ReLU(W 1I ×XgapI )) (3)
ME = sigmoid(W
2
E
×ReLU(W 1
E
×XgapE )) (4)
where W 1I and W
1
E denote the weights of the first FC layer,
and W 2I and W
2
E denote the weights of the second FC layer.
In SBIR, the key challenge is to capture the discriminative
information common to different domains and then align the
different domains into a common high-level semantic space.
Therefore, unlike most existing works that use the obtained
attention mask directly to reweight the channel responses, the
proposed co-attention model tries to capture the channel-wise
dependencies common between different domains by learning
a co-mask. Based on the learned image attention mask and
edgemap attention mask, the co-mask MCO is defined as:
MCO =MI ⊗ME (5)
where ⊗ denotes the element-wise product. Elements in
MCO ∈ R1×1×c represent the joint weights of the corre-
sponding channels in Xa iI and X
a i
E .
Afterwards, the output feature maps Xa oI ∈ Rh×w×c and
Xa oE ∈ Rh×w×c for the image and edgemap branches are
calculated respectively by rescaling the input feature maps
Xa iI and X
a i
E with the obtained channel-wise co-mask:
Xa o
I
= fscale(MCO,X
a i
I
) (6)
Xa oE = fscale(MCO,X
a i
E
) (7)
where fscale(·) denotes the channel-wise multiplication be-
tween the co-mask and the input feature maps.
The proposed co-attention model not only considers the
channel-wise feature responses of each domain by introduc-
ing the attention mechanism, but also captures the common
channel-wise relationship between different domains, simul-
taneously. Specifically, by introducing the co-attention model
between the natural image and edgemap branches, the common
informative features from different domains are highlighted,
and the cross-domain gap is effectively reduced.
D. Hybrid-Loss Mechanism
SBIR aims to obtain a retrieval ranking by learning the
similarity between a query sketch and the natural images in
a dataset. The distance between the positive sketch-image
pairs should be smaller than the distance between the neg-
ative sketch-image pairs. In the hybrid-loss mechanism, the
alignment loss and the sketch-edgemap contrastive loss are
presented to learn the invariant cross-domain representations,
and mitigate the domain gap. Besides, we also introduce
the cross-entropy loss [38] and the sketch-image contrastive
loss [30], which are two typical losses in SBIR. The four
types of loss functions are complementary to each other, thus
improving the separability between the different sample pairs.
To be clear, the feature maps produced by the L2 normal-
ization layers for the three branches are denoted as fθI (I),
fθE (E), and fθS (S), where fθ(·) denotes the mapping func-
tion learned by the network branch, and θI , θE , and θS
denote the weights of the natural image, edgemap, and sketch
branches, respectively.
1) Alignment loss. To learn the invariant cross-domain
representations and align different domains into a high-level
semantic space, a novel alignment loss is proposed between
the natural image branch and the edgemap branch. Although
the image and the corresponding edgemap come from different
data domains, they should have similar high-level semantics
after the processing of joint semantic embedding. Motivated by
this, aiming to minimize the feature distance between an image
and its corresponding edgemap in the high-level semantic
space, the proposed alignment loss function is defined as:
Lalignment(I, E) = ||fθI (I)− fθE (E)||22 (8)
By introducing the alignment loss, the cross-domain invari-
ant representations between a natural image and its corre-
sponding edgemap are captured for the SBIR task. In other
words, the proposed alignment loss provides a novel way of
dealing with the domain gap by constructing a correlation
between the natural image and its corresponding edgemap. It
potentially encourages the network to learn the discriminative
features common to both natural image and sketch domains,
and successfully aligns different domains into a common high-
level semantic space.
2) Sketch-edgemap contrastive loss. Considering the
one-to-one correlation between an image and its corre-
sponding edgemap, the sketch-edgemap contrastive loss
LSEcontrastive(S,E, lsim) between the sketch and edgemap
branches is proposed to further constrain the matching rela-
tionship between the sketch-image pair as follows.
LSEcontrastive(S,E, lsim) = lsimd(fθS (S), fθE (E
+))
+(1− lsim)max(0,m1 − d(fθS (S), fθE (E−)))
(9)
6where lsim denotes the similarity label, with 1 indicating a
positive sketch-edgemap pair and 0 being a negative sketch-
edgemap pair, E+ and E− denote the edgemap corresponding
to the positive and negative natural image, respectively, d(·)
denotes Euclidean distance, and m1 denotes the margin. The
sketch-edgemap contrastive loss aims to measure the similarity
between input pairs from the sketch and edgemap branches,
thus further aligning different domains into the high-level
semantic space.
3) Cross-entropy loss. In order to learn the discrimi-
native features from each domain, the cross-entropy losses
[38] for the three branches are introduced. For each branch
of the proposed network, a softmax cross-entropy loss
Lcross−entropy(p,y) is exploited, which is formulated as:
Lcross−entropy(p,y) = −
K∑
k
yk log pk
= −
K∑
k
yk log(
exp(zk)∑K
j=1 exp(zj)
)
(10)
where p = (p1, ...pK) denotes the discrete probability distri-
bution of one data sample over K categories, y = (y1, ...yK)
denotes the typical one-hot label corresponding to each cate-
gory, and z = (z1, ...zK) denotes the feature vector produced
by the last FC layer. In the proposed Semi3-Net, the cross-
entropy loss forces the network to extract the discriminative
features for each domain.
4) Sketch-image contrastive loss. Intuitively, in the SBIR
task, the positive sketch-image pair should be close together,
while the negative sketch-image pair should be far apart. Given
a sketch S and a natural image I , the sketch-image contrastive
loss [30] can be represented as:
LSIcontrastive(S, I, lsim) = lsimd(fθS (S), fθI (I
+))
+(1− lsim)max(0,m2 − d(fθS (S), fθI (I−)))
(11)
where I+ and I− denote the positive and negative natural
images, respectively, and m2 denotes the margin. By utilizing
the sketch-image contrastive loss, the cross-domain similarity
between sketches and natural images is effectively measured.
Finally, the alignment loss in Eq. (8), the sketch-edgemap
contrastive loss in Eq. (9), the cross-entropy loss in Eq. (10),
and the sketch-image contrastive loss in Eq. (11) are com-
bined, thus the overall loss function L(S, I, E,pD,yD, lsim)
is derived as:
L(S, I, E,pD,yD, lsim) =
∑
D=I,E,S
Lcross−entropy(pD,yD)
+αLSIcontrastive(S, I, lsim)
+βLalignment(I, E)
+γLSEcontrastive(S,E, lsim)
(12)
where α, β, and γ denote the hyper-parameters that control
the trade-off among different types of losses.
The proposed hybrid-loss mechanism constructs the correla-
tion among sketches, edgemaps, and natural images, providing
a novel way to deal with the domain gap by learning the in-
variant cross-domain representations. By adopting the hybrid-
loss mechanism, the proposed network is able to learn more
discriminative feature representations and effectively align the
sketches, natural images, and edgemaps into a common feature
space, thus improving the retrieval accuracy.
E. Implementation Details and Training Procedure
In the proposed Semi3-Net, each branch is constructed
based on VGG19 [53], which consists of sixteen convolutional
layers, five pooling layers and three FC layers. In terms of
network architecture, the convolutional layers and pooling
layers in the semi-heterogeneous feature mapping part, and the
first two FC layers in the joint semantic embedding part are
the same as the ones in VGG19 in structure. Specifically, the
extra embedding layer in each branch is a 256-dimension fully-
connected layer, which aims to embed the different domains
into the common semantic feature space. Meanwhile, the size
of the last FC layer is modified to the number of categories
in the SBIR datasets. The entire training process includes the
pre-training stage on each individual branch and the training
stage on the proposed Semi3-Net.
In the pre-training stage, each individual branch, including
the convolutional layers and pooling layers in the semi-
heterogeneous feature mapping part, and the FC layers in
the joint semantic embedding part, is trained independently.
Specifically, the cross-entropy loss is adopted to pre-train each
branch using the corresponding source data in the training
dataset. Without learning the common embedding, the pre-
training stage aims to learn the weights appropriate for sketch,
natural image and edgemap recognition, respectively.
In the training stage, the weights of the three branches
are learned jointly, and the cross-domain representations are
obtained by training the whole Semi3-Net. The overall loss
function in Eq. (12) is utilized in the training stage. As for
the sketch-edgemap and the sketch-image contrastive losses
illustrated above, the sketch-image and sketch-edgemap pairs
for training need to be generated. To this end, for each sketch
in the training dataset, we randomly select a natural image
(edgemap) from the same category to form the positive pair
and a natural image (edgemap) from the other categories to
form the negative pair. In the training process, the ratio of
positive and negative sample pairs is set to 1:1, and the positive
and negative pairs are randomly selected following this rule,
for each training batch.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Settings
In this paper, two category-level SBIR benchmarks, Sketchy
[38] and TU-Berlin Extension [34], are adopted to evaluate the
proposed Semi3-Net. Sketchy consists of 75,471 sketches and
12,500 natural images, from 125 categories with 100 objects
per category. In our experiments, we utilize the extended
Sketchy dataset [34] with 73,002 natural images in total, which
adds an extra 60,502 natural images collected from ImageNet
[54]. TU-Berlin Extension [34] consists of 204,489 natural
images and 20k free-hand drawn sketches from 250 categories,
with 80 sketches per category. The natural images in these
two datasets are all realistic with complex backgrounds and
7large variations, thus bringing great challenges to the SBIR
task. Importantly, for fair comparison against state-of-the-art
methods, the same training-testing splits used for the existing
methods are adopted in our experiments. For Sketchy and TU-
berlin Extension, 50 and 10 sketches, respectively, of each
category are utilized as the testing queries, while the rest are
used for training.
All experiments are performed under the simulation envi-
ronments of GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU and Intel i7-8700K
processor @3.70 GHz. The training process of the proposed
Semi3-Net is implemented using SGD on Caffe [55] with
a batch size of 32. The initial learning rate is set to 2e-4,
and the weight decay and the momentum are set to 5e-4 and
0.9, respectively. For both datasets, the balance parameters
α, β, and γ are set to 10, 100, and 10, respectively, as they
consistently yield promising result. The margins m1 and m2
for the two contrastive losses are both set to 0.3.
In the proposed method, the Gb method [56] is applied
to extract the edgemap of each natural image. During the
testing phase, sketches, natural images, and the corresponding
edgemaps are fed into the trained model, and the feature
vectors of the three branches are obtained. Then, the cosine
distance between the feature vectors of the query sketch and
each natural image in the dataset is calculated. Finally, KNN
is utilized to sort all the natural images for the final retrieval
result. Similar to the existing SBIR methods, mean average
precision (MAP) is used to evaluate the retrieval performance.
B. Comparison Results
Table I shows the performance of the proposed method
compared with the state-of-the-art methods, on the Sketchy
and TU-Berlin Extension datasets. The comparison methods
include traditional methods (i.e., LKS [13], HOG [20], SHELO
[12], and GF-HOG [11]) and deep learning methods (i.e.,
Siamese CNN [33], SaN [37], GN Triplet [38], 3D shape [36],
Siamese-AlexNet [34], Triplet-AlexNet [34], DSH [34] and
GDH [39]). It can be observed from the table that: 1) Com-
pared with the methods that utilize edgemaps to replace natural
images for retrieval [33], [36], the proposed method obtains
better retrieval accuracy. This is mainly because the edgemaps
extracted from natural images may lose certain information
useful for retrieval, and the CNNs pre-trained on ImageNet are
more effective for natural images than edgemaps. 2) Compared
with the methods that only utilize sketch-image pairs for SBIR
[38], the proposed Semi3-Net achieves better performance,
by introducing edgemap information. It demonstrates that an
edgemap can be utilized as a bridge to effectively narrow the
distance between the natural image and sketch domains. 3)
Compared with DSH [34], which fuses the natural image and
edgemap features into one feature representation, the proposed
Semi3-Net achieves 0.133 and 0.230 improvements in terms
of MAP, on Sketchy and TU-Berlin Extension, respectively.
This is mainly because the proposed Semi3-Net makes full
use of the one-to-one matching relationship between a natu-
ral image and its corresponding edgemap to align different
domains into a high-level semantic space. Meanwhile, the
domain shift process is well achieved under the proposed
TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART SBIR METHODS
ON SKETCHY AND TU-BERLIN EXTENSION DATASETS.
Methods
Sketchy
TU-Berlin
Extension
MAP MAP
3D shape [36] 0.084 0.054
HOG [20] 0.115 0.091
GF-HOG [11] 0.157 0.119
SHELO [12] 0.161 0.123
LKS [13] 0.190 0.157
SaN [37] 0.208 0.154
Siamese CNN [33] 0.481 0.322
Siamese-AlexNet [34] 0.518 0.367
GN Triplet [38] 0.529 0.187
Triplet-AlexNet [34] 0.573 0.448
DSH [34] 0.783 0.570
GDH [39] 0.810 0.690
Our method 0.916 0.800
semi-heterogeneous joint embedding network architecture. Be-
sides, by integrating the co-attention model and hybrid-loss
mechanism, the proposed Semi3-Net is encouraged to learn
a more discriminative embedding and invariant cross-domain
representations, simultaneously. 4) The proposed Semi3-Net
not only achieves superior performance over all traditional
methods, but also outperforms the current best state-of-the-
art deep learning method GDH [39] by 0.106 and 0.110 in
MAP on Sketchy and TU-Berlin Extension, respectively. This
further validates the effectiveness of the proposed Semi3-Net
for the SBIR task.
Figure 3 shows some retrieval examples by the proposed
Semi3-Net for the Sketchy dataset. Specifically, 10 relatively
challenging query sketches with top-15 retrieval rank lists are
presented, where the incorrect retrieval results are marked with
red bounding boxes. As can be seen, the proposed method
performs well for retrieving natural images with complex
backgrounds, such as the queries “Umbrella” and “Racket”.
This is mainly because the key information common to dif-
ferent domains can be effectively captured by the proposed
semi-heterogeneous feature mapping part with the co-attention
model. Additionally, for relatively abstract sketches, such as
the sketch “Cat”, the proposed method still achieves a con-
sistent superior performance. This indicates that the semantic
features of the abstract sketches are extracted by embedding
the features from different domains into a high-level semantic
space. In other words, although the abstract sketches only
consist of black and white pixels, the proposed Semi3-Net
can gain a better understanding of the sketch domain by
introducing the joint semantic embedding part. However, there
are also some incorrect retrieval images in Fig. 3. For example,
for the query “Fish”, a dolphin is retrieved with the proposed
method. Meanwhile, for the query “Duck”, several swans are
retrieved. However, the incorrect retrieved natural images are
quite similar to the query. Specifically, the fish and duck
sketches, which lack color and texture information, are very
similar in shape to a dolphin and a swan, respectively, which
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Fig. 3. Some retrieval examples for the proposed Semi3-Net on the Sketchy dataset. Incorrect retrieval results are marked with red bounding boxes.
TABLE II
EVALUATION OF THE SEMI-HETEROGENEOUS
ARCHITECTURE ON SKETCHY DATASET.
Methods MAP
All sharing 0.857
Only FC layer sharing 0.879
Only sketch-edgemap sharing 0.890
Semi3-Net 0.916
makes the SBIR task more challenging.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed Semi3-
Net, the t-SNE [57] visualization of natural images and
sketches from ten categories on Sketchy are reported. As
shown in Fig. 4, the ten categories are selected randomly in
the dataset, and the labels of the selected categories are also
illustrated in the upper right corner. We run t-SNE visualization
on both images and sketches together, then separate the
projected data points to Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b), respectively.
Specifically, the circles in Fig. 4 represent clusters of different
categories, and the data in each circle belongs to the same cate-
gory in the high-level semantic space. In other words, circles in
the same position of Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b) correspond to the
natural images and sketches with the same label, respectively.
If data samples with the same label but from two different
domains are correctly aligned in the common feature space, it
indicates that the cross-domain learning is successful. As can
be seen, the natural images and sketches with the same label
scatter into nearly the same clusters. This further demonstrates
that the proposed Semi3-Net effectively aligns sketches and
natural images into a common high-level semantic space, thus
improving the retrieval accuracy.
C. Ablation Study
1) Evaluation of the semi-heterogeneous architecture: To
evaluate the superiority of the proposed semi-heterogeneous
network architecture, networks with different weight sharing
strategies are compared with the proposed Semi3-Net. For
fair comparison, the proposed network architecture is fixed
when different weight-sharing strategies are verified. In other
words, both the proposed co-attention model and the hybrid-
loss mechanism are applied in the networks with different
weight-sharing strategies. The comparison results are shown
in Table II, where “all sharing” indicates the weights of
the three branches are completely shared, “only FC layer
sharing” indicates only the weights of the three branches are
shared in the semantic embedding part, and “only sketch-
edgemap sharing” indicates only the weights of the sketch
branch and edgemap branch are shared in the feature mapping
part. As can be seen, the method with all sharing strategy
does not perform as well as the methods with partially-shared
strategies. This supports our views illustrated previously that
the bottom discriminative features should be learned separately
for different domains. Compared with the the proposed Semi3-
Net, the method with only FC layer sharing strategy obtains
0.879 MAP. That is because the intrinsic relevance between the
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(a) t-SNE visualization of the natural images     (b) t-SNE visualization of the query sketches     
Fig. 4. t-SNE visualization of the natural images and query sketches from ten categories in the Sketchy dataset, during the test phase. Symbols with the same
color and shape in (a) and (b) represent the natural images and query sketches with the same label, respectively.
sketches and edgemaps is ignored. Meanwhile, experimental
results show that the method with only sketch-edgemap shar-
ing strategy also results in a decrease in MAP. That is because
the three branches are not fully aligned in the common high-
level semantic space. Importantly, the proposed Semi3-Net,
with both the FC layer sharing and sketch-edgemap sharing
strategies, achieves the best performance, which proves the
effectiveness of the proposed network architecture.
2) Evaluation of key components: In order to illustrate
the contributions of the key components in the proposed
method, i.e., the self-heterogeneous three-way framework, the
co-attention model and the hybrid-loss mechanism, leaving-
one-out evaluations are conducted on the Sketchy dataset.
The experimental results are shown in Table III. Note that
“w/o CAM and w/o HLM” refers to the proposed self-
heterogeneous three-way framework, which has neither a co-
attention model nor a hybrid-loss mechanism. For “w/o HLM”,
only two types of typical SBIR losses, the cross-entropy loss
and the sketch-image contrastive loss, are used in the training
phase. As shown in Table III, the proposed self-heterogeneous
three-way framework obtains 0.851 MAP, outperforming the
other methods in Table I. Additionally, leaving out either CAM
or HLM results in a lower MAP, which verifies that each
component contributes to the overall performance. Specifi-
cally, the informative features common between natural images
and the corresponding edgemaps are captured effectively by
the proposed co-attention mechanism, and the three different
inputs can be effectively aligned into a common feature space
by introducing the hybrid-loss mechanism.
D. Discussions
In this section, the impact of different feature selections
in the test phase is discussed for the Sketchy dataset. As
mentioned above, either features extracted from the natural
TABLE III
EVALUATION OF KEY COMPONENTS ON SKETCHY DATASET.
Methods MAP
w/o CAM and w/o HLM 0.851
w/o HLM 0.880
w/o CAM 0.896
Semi3-Net 0.916
TABLE IV
EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT FEATURE SELECTIONS IN THE
TEST PHASE ON SKETCHY DATASET.
Methods MAP
Edgemap feature 0.914
Natural image feature 0.916
image branch or the edgemap branch can be used as the
final retrieval feature representation. To evaluate the impact
of different feature selections in the test phase, we obtain
the 256-d feature vectors from the embedding layers of the
natural image branch and the edgemap branch, respectively.
The experiments are conducted on the Sketchy dataset, and
the experimental results are reported in Table IV. As can be
seen from the table, there is a small difference between the
retrieval performances when using the edgemap feature and
natural image feature. This is mainly because the invariant
cross-domain representations of different domains are indeed
learned by the proposed method, and the cross-domain gap is
narrowed by the joint embedding learning. Besides, the feature
extracted from the natural image branch performs a little better
than that from the edgemap branch, which is also consistent
with the research in [30], [38].
In addition, to verify the performance without edgemap
branch, we conducted experiments on a two-branch frame-
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work by only using the sketch and natural image branches.
Considering that the sketches and natural images belong to two
different domains, a non-shared setting is first exploited on the
two-branch framework. Note that without the edgemap branch,
neither the co-attention model nor the hybrid-loss mechanism
is added into the two-branch framework. Compared with
the proposed Semi3-Net with 0.916 MAP, the two-branch
framework obtains 0.837 MAP on Sketchy dataset, which
sufficiently proves the effectiveness of the edgemap branch in
the proposed Semi3-Net. In addition, a partially-shared setting
is also exploited on the two-branch framework, in which the
weights of the convolutional layers are independent while the
weights of the fully-connected layers are shared. Compared
with the non-shared setting, the partially-shared setting obtains
0.861 MAP. This further verifies the importance of the joint
semantic embedding for SBIR.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel semi-heterogeneous
three-way joint embedding network, where auxiliary edgemap
information is introduced as a bridge to narrow the cross-
domain gap between sketches and natural images. The semi-
heterogeneous feature mapping and the joint semantic embed-
ding are proposed to learn the specific bottom features from
each domain and embed different domains into a common
high-level semantic space, respectively. Besides, a co-attention
model is proposed to capture the informative features common
between natural images and the corresponding edgemaps, by
recalibrating corresponding channel-wise feature responses. In
addition, a hybrid-loss mechanism is designed to construct the
correlation among sketches, edgemaps, and natural images,
so that the invariant cross-domain representations of different
domains can be effectively learned. Experimental results on
two datasets demonstrate that Semi3-Net outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods, which proves the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
In the future, we will focus on extending the proposed cross-
domain network to fine-grained image retrieval, and learning
the correspondence of the fine-grained details for sketch-image
pairs. Besides, further study may also include extending our
method to other cross-domain learning problems.
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